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Top Health Stories Today

Simon Stevens in ‘wide-ranging interview’
HSJ, HSJ, HSJ, HSJ

’No alcohol in early pregnancy’ call from Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists
BBC, Daily Mail, Telegraph

Other news

Stevens moves to sidestep pricing rules after provider revolt
HSJ

Almost 40% of GP practices to accept out-of-area patients
Pulse

NHS managers face jail for publishing misleading information
HSJ

Privately run hospital seeks £10m bailout
Financial Times, HSJ

Health services outsourced to private sector increased from £6.9bn to £12.2bn in three years to 2013
BMJ

GPs bid for 'vanguard' pilot funding with plans to run care homes and community hospitals
Pulse
Research criticising 1980s fat guidelines misguided, say scientists

Guardian, Times

CQC tells north west London trust to improve

HSJ

Being beside the sea boosts vitamin levels

Times

Doctors challenge hepatitis C drug patent in price protest

Guardian

'Smart' insulin hope for diabetes

BBC

More patients will have 'serious illness' in a decade

Pulse

Private companies are appointed to provide support to commissioning groups

BMJ

Eight signs ‘can predict’ impending death in cancer patients

Nursing Times

Freedom of information request shows cash spent on recruiting overseas nurses

Independent

'Cancer breathalyser': Tony Blair aide’s tragic early death inspired husband's research

Independent

Hospitals put into special measures in 2013 have cut their mortality

BMJ

Capita in NHS staff data breach

HSJ

NHS to shut many residential hospitals for people with learning disabilities

Guardian

Union urges nurses to record staffing levels on shifts today

Nursing Times

Warning over drug-driving law and prescribed medication

BBC

Hillingdon FT 'must improve' as CQC finds 'significant' nurse shortage

Nursing Times

‘Drinkorexics’ losing weight by replacing food with glass of wine

Times
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The All-Party Parliamentary Health Group (APHG) is dedicated to
disseminating knowledge, generating debate and facilitating engagement with health issues amongst Members of Parliament.

The APHG comprises members of all political parties, provides information with balance and impartiality, focuses on local as well as national matters, and is recognised as one of the preferred sources of information on health in Parliament.